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Abstract
The mapping of the vertical and lateral variations in the physical properties of the few-

meter cover layer over near-surface aquifers is important for hydrogeological modelling,

particularly for the quantification of the recharge of groundwater systems. The first

ground-based time-domain electromagnetic survey over a small catchment (Avesnelles,

France) of the watershed of Orgeval (Seine basin) was carried out to determine discon-

tinuities in the first silt layer as well as in the Brie multilevel aquifer limestone horizon.

The results highlighted the following: (1) a good sensitivity of the time-domain electro-

magnetic survey to the presence of multi-decametric resistive sand lenses, particularly in

a location where they were previously identified and (2) the interest in conducting a sur-

vey at a fine sampling step but extending to the meso-scale. To overcome the sampling

issue over a watershed of several hundred square kilometres, we proposed numerically

assessing the use of a prototype of low-cost airborne transient electromagnetic systems

towed by light fixed-wing airplanes (with transmitting and receiving loops in the same

plane). The present numerical analysis, in 1D for the vertical (i.e. thickness) variation

and in 3D for the lateral extensions of localized sandy and resistive units, showed that

a conductive few-meter cover can be mapped even with a system flying at 50 m with,

however, the need of a priori constraint on the resistivity of the first layer to estimate its

thickness variation as accurately as possible. Even if it did not bring more sensitivity to

the layer thickness and despite the severe difficulty of practical implementation with a

decametric emission loop, the vertical co-planar configuration potentially offered better

near-surface lateral resolution (down to ∼40 m) to delineate the sandy units (disconti-

nuities) within the silt layer (if units are at least 50 m in size) and provided better spatial

constraints compared to the classical horizontal co-planar geometry used in the time-

domain electromagnetic. Even if not aerodynamically in the plane of the emission loop,

the measurement of the Hx component with a vertical dipole emission loop (PERPxz
geometry for perpendicular) improved the lateral resolution (down to ∼20 m; still with

at least 50 m size sand units) and confirmed that a geometry different from the classical

horizontal co-planar configuration could be valuable.

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any medium, provided

the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made.
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2 SCHAMPER ET AL.

K E Y W O R D S
electromagnetic modelling, hydrogeophysics, time-domain electromagnetic

INTRODUCTION

Time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) systems, similar to

other airborne electromagnetic (AEM) techniques, are widely

used as the primary exploration technique within the mining

industry and for hydrogeological prospection. A wide range

of TDEM and frequency-domain electromagnetic (FEM)

systems have been developed for these purposes. Airborne

TDEM technology appeared 70 years ago, with the first suc-

cessful flights being made by Stanmac Ltd. and McPhar

Geophysics Ltd. (Fountain, 1998). Until the late 1990s, tech-

nical improvements were focused on the moment (or power)

of the transmitter systems, which were optimized to reach

larger depths than those reached by FEM systems, which at

low frequencies are limited by the minimum source-receiver

offset required to ensure reliable recording of the signals

from the ground. At that time, the performance of airborne

TDEM systems for the investigation of near-surface features

was relatively poor compared to FEM systems (Allard, 2007;

Steuer et al., 2009). Since the 1990s, technical developments

have mainly focused on electronics and processing, as dis-

cussed by Macnae (2007), Nyboe and Sørensen (2012) and

Thomson et al. (2007). Improvements in short time delay

(commonly referred to as ‘early time’) acquisition and inver-

sion techniques finally improved TDEM to a level comparable

with that of FEM in terms of lateral and vertical resolutions

(Bedrosian et al., 2016).

Helicopter-borne TDEM systems have already shown their

ability to produce images of near-surface (less than 100-m

depth) sedimentary hydrosystems (e.g. Schamper, Jørgensen,

et al., 2014; Sorensen & Auken, 2004). However, the cost of

AEM surveys is a non-negligible bottleneck for many hydro-

geological projects, particularly in developing countries. In

the national French TEMas project 2014–2017 (transient

electromagnetic airborne sensor, a project developed by the

PEGASE competitiveness cluster for the FUI 16 program), a

new prototype of an airborne TDEM device was developed

to be towed by a light fixed-wing aircraft (single engine).

The towed antenna was expected to fly approximately 50 m

above ground level. This is lower than the minimum flight

height of existing fixed-wing systems (∼100 m), which are

not allowed to fly in Europe for safety regulations, but higher

than helicopter-borne EM systems (∼30 m). Therefore, the

device was designed to operate between these two heights. An

interesting possibility for a TEMas-like device (Sab, 2017)

is to set up the antennas in a vertical co-planar (VCP) con-

figuration instead of the classical horizontal co-planar (HCP)

geometry. The VCP configuration is well known to be more

sensitive to lateral changes and near-surface features in the

frequency domain (e.g. Guillemoteau & Tronicke, 2015) and

for TDEM device of metric size (Thiesson et al., 2007). As the

VCP configuration has never been considered for large TDEM

systems, this study is an attempt to analyse its performances

for the hydrogeological context and targets considered. The

Hx component (horizontal and perpendicular to the axis of

the magnetic source dipole), also called the in-line com-

ponent (called perpendicular ‘PERPxz’ configuration in the

frequency domain) and regularly used in mining exploration

to better constrain 3D inversion (e.g. Cox et al., 2012), is also

analysed.

The paper begins with a section that describes the Orgeval

basin site and an example of ground-based geophysical survey

on the Brie Plateau. The results from the electrical resistivity

tomography and ground-based TDEM surveys and geologi-

cal models for 1D and 3D analyses were obtained using the

inversion method. The first numerical study focused on the

thickness variation of the loess cover through 1D modelling

with normalized differences calculation of the forward TDEM

responses and equivalence analysis. The second analysis con-

cerns local sandy inclusions and is therefore carried out with

3D modelling by mapping normalized differences over the

survey area and assessing the capability to distinguish two

close anomalies to determine the expected lateral resolution.

Both studies were conducted within the context of the Orgeval

basin by considering the technical specifications and limita-

tions of a light fixed-wing TDEM system with a TEMas-like

configuration (Sab, 2017).

NEAR-SURFACE GEOLOGICAL CONTEXT

Currently, for regional-scale areas of hundreds of km2 and

multi-decametric depth investigations, only airborne geo-

physics can characterize the near-surface geological vari-

ability, particularly electromagnetic induction methods (e.g.

Siemon et al., 2020). To evaluate the performance of the

airborne time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM), a numeri-

cal model was derived from the Orgeval experimental basin

located 70 km east of Paris (Tallec et al., 2015). The Orgeval

basin, with an area of 104 km2, is characterized by intensive

agriculture on 80% of its area; in fact, it is particularly rep-

resentative of the agricultural watershed of the central Paris

Basin (Tallec, 2012). The Orgeval basin is connected to a

multilayered aquifer system (Mouhri et al., 2013): (1) cover

of low-permeability loess of 2–5 m thickness, (2) primary

aquifer: Oligocene (sand and limestone), (3) clayey aquitard

composed of mudstone and marl and (4) secondary aquifer:

Middle Eocene (limestone). An example of the geology for
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A NUMERICAL STUDY 3

F I G U R E 1 Geological context on the Brie Plateau of the Orgeval basin with geological map and log (from the BRGM InfoTerre database).

Time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) soundings are indicated as yellow pins and electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) as a blue line. The

formations corresponding to Oligocene aquifer are indicated in blue text, and the ones to Eocene aquifer in green text on the geological log.

a sub-area of the basin on the Brie Plateau is illustrated in

Figure 1. The hydrogeological function of the Orgeval basin

is constrained by these two main aquifers. Its conceptual

modelling involves two main unknowns:

1. In some places, there are 1D uncertainties concerning

the thickness variations of ‘high electrical conductivity

and low permeability’ loess cover which is visible on the

geological map of Figure 1 (‘LP’ formation), but not on

the geological log ‘PPTK’ of the area. The presence of this

thin loess cover is confirmed in the geophysical sections of

Figure 2.

2. In other places, the loess cover shrinks and is locally

replaced by loam and sand lenses with significantly lower

electrical conductivities (3D uncertainties) and higher

hydraulic conductivities, as illustrated by the Rupelian

sand units visible in the electrical resistivity tomogra-

phy (ERT) of Figure 2b. Consequently, 3D uncertainties

regarding the presence of these sand lenses connected to

the primary limestone aquifer constitute a critical issue in

the modelling of groundwater flows.

These two types of near-surface variabilities, that is the

thickness of lithological layers and the spatial distribution of

sandy lenses in the Oligocene near-surface aquifer system,

must be accounted for in regional hydrogeological models,

regardless of their resolution and scale. In the geological

context of the Orgeval basin, the direct current electrical resis-

tivity allows significant discrimination between all types of

geological formations with a limited influence of the water

table located in the cover layer constituted by the conduc-

tive loess formation (Mouhri et al., 2013), just below the

ground surface. Considering all formations as saturated and

the results of the ground-based survey (Figure 2), the resis-

tivity of sand lenses lies in the 100–300 Ω m range, for

limestones in the 40 Ω m range, for loess in the 10–40 Ω m

range and for clayey formations below 20 Ω m.

Extensive ground-based geophysical studies over the

Orgeval basin have been performed to improve the geomet-

rical characterization of both Oligocene and Eocene aquifers

(Mouhri et al., 2013). Based on ERT and TDEM ground-

based surveys (a part is shown with locations in Figure 1 and

with inversion results in Figure 2), a theoretical analysis of an

airborne light fixed-wing TDEM system is proposed concern-

ing (1) the capability of following the thickness of the loess

cover defined as a 1D layer, and (2) the sensitivity to very

resistive (hundreds of Ω m) sand lenses inside the loess layer.

The geometry of the system considered was inspired by the

specifications set during the TEMas project (Sab, 2017), the

purpose of which was to design a low-cost prospection sys-

tem while still allowing good performance in the resolution

of the first tens of meters. As presented later in this paper,

this system allows for the possibility of acquiring in the verti-

cal co-planar mode, whereas all airborne TDEM systems only
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4 SCHAMPER ET AL.

F I G U R E 2 Ground-based geophysical results (locations in Figure 1): (a) inversed time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) profile (survey was

performed using TEMFAST with a coincident loop of 25 × 25 m). Normalized residual is indicated above each sounding. A geological interpretation

is proposed based on the log in Figure 1. Geological log ‘PPTK’ is located by a red arrow. Soundings are truncated below a depth of investigation

estimated after inversion (Christiansen & Auken, 2012); (b) inversed electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) results (Syscal Pro, Iris Instruments,

with Wenner–Schlumberger arrays and 96 electrodes with a 2-m spacing). Proposed geological interpretation is indicated in white. Displayed

elevations are relative.

T A B L E 1 Tabular resistivity model based on the Orgeval basin

context

Resistivity
(Ω m)

Thickness
(m) Lithology

15 0–5 Cover loess layer

40 10 Sand and limestone Oligocene aquifer

7 20 Mudstone and marl clayey aquitard

40 – Limestone middle Eocene aquifer

allow in the horizontal co-planar mode (plus the measure-

ment of x and y magnetic components in some 3D studies;

e.g. Smith & Keating, 1996).

Based on the geological information (Figure 1) and the geo-

physical results (Figure 2), an average 1D model representing

the four geological layers (loess cover, Oligocene aquifer,

Rupelian clay and Eocene aquifer) is proposed in Table 1 and

is considered for the 1D analysis. The loess layer is included

in the model despite it is not mentioned in the geological log

of Figure 1. This layer can be inexistent locally and is visible

in the geophysical sections of Figure 2.

On the ERT profile (Figure 2b), two resistive inclusions

(associated to sandy units) were located in the first tens of

meters with decametric lateral extension. It can be noticed

that these inclusions are not visible on the TDEM profile

(Figure 2a), as the average spacing between soundings for

this ground-based survey was only 200–300 m. Evaluation of

the potential of an airborne TDEM survey, for which a denser

sampling along a flight line can be obtained, is therefore

of high interest. As the focus of the present paper was the

sensitivity analysis of superficial anomalies, 3D sandy units

of 300 Ω m over the first 5 m (of the 1D model presented

in Table 1) were considered for the 3D lateral sensitivity

analysis.

METHODS

Airborne time-domain electromagnetic
acquisition parameters

The planned fixed-wing system illustrated in Figure 3a was

expected to fly at a ground speed of approximately 100 km/h
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A NUMERICAL STUDY 5

F I G U R E 3 Configurations tested for the 1D and 3D sensitivity analysis: (a) 3D resistive inclusions in the surface cover layer. Spacing between

the two bodies is varied to quantify coalescence and lateral resolution; (b) acquisition geometries tested of the 1D and/or 3D analysis

with the acquisition system at a nominal altitude of 50 m,

which is higher than that of helicopter-borne time-domain

electromagnetic (TDEM) systems (∼30 m) but lower than that

of other fixed-wing systems using larger airplanes (closer to

100 m). Figure 3b summarizes the acquisition geometries that

will be considered for the sensitivity analysis in 1D and/or 3D

(PERPxz configuration only for 3D).

Because the focus was on near-surface ground, the lateral

resolution, and therefore sampling, was of critical importance.

The observation period for each pulse must be sufficiently

short so that the stack operation is not carried out over an

extremely long distance (which should not exceed the size

of the transmission loop, here 40 m for the longest side). As

injecting current during a longer time (‘on period’) than the

observation period (or ‘off period’) does not bring much more

sensitivity in depth (Sab et al., 2014), the duty cycle was set

to 50%, that is the pulse duration was equal to the observa-

tion period. A period of 2 × 1 ms × 2 (negative and positive

pulses) is a good compromise and corresponds to a distance

of 0.11 m, which allows a stack window of more than 500 raw

soundings over a distance of 30 m. This shows a sounding dis-

tance that is clearly lower than the best expected resolution for

a 40 m × 15 m Tx loop flying at an altitude of 50 m.

The prototype development led to a turn-off time of 10 μs

for a current of 50 A. The moment of the system was also

quite low (30,000 Am2); other existing airborne electromag-

netic systems easily provide several hundred thousand Am2

and even reach a few million Am2 for the largest ones (e.g.

Sørensen et al., 2013). Because this study focused on the first

tens of meters, no larger moment value was considered.

A cut-off frequency above 400 kHz was measured on the Rx

prototype antenna. However, to avoid variations in the cut-off

frequency owing to changes in the average ground resistivity,

we decided to fix the low-pass filter at a lower frequency of

350 kHz.

As the Rx antenna is perturbed by the residuals of the pri-

mary field just after the current ramp-off, which is particularly

the case for a central and off-ground TDEM configuration,
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6 SCHAMPER ET AL.

T A B L E 2 Configuration of the airborne time-domain

electromagnetic (TDEM) device considered (for both horizontal

co-planar [HCP] and vertical co-planar [VCP] geometries)

Pulse duration 1 ms

Observation period 1 ms

Turn-off time of the linear ramp 10 μs (3 μs tested)

Flight altitude 50 m

Tx size 40 m × 15 m × 1 turn

Intensity injected 50 A

Moment 30,000 Am2

Rx Central

Low-pass filter cut-off frequency 350 kHz

a bucking coil was considered when designing the prototype

for the first field tests on the ground. The set-up of such a

coil remains critical for being able to exploit the data at early

times, even more when the ground is resistive. However, the

consideration of its efficiency cannot be done without field

tests in air, as it is very sensitive to the precise positioning

of the bucking coil in relation to the Tx loop. The mod-

elling of the bucking coil is therefore not considered in the

present paper, which is equivalent to have a perfect bucking

coil.

The technical characteristics are summarized in Table 2.

For the 3D sensitivity analysis, the acquisition settings were

identical to those used for the 1D analysis. To map the 3D

heterogeneities, a sounding grid of 30 × 30 m was consid-

ered. Although the line spacing is commonly larger than the

sounding spacing along the flight lines, the grid was consid-

ered uniform to take into account any possible direction of

the flight lines chosen before the survey. A discussion of the

results would consider a more realistic value of at least 100 m

between the flight lines in one direction. Considering an aver-

age ground speed of 100 km/h and an acquisition frequency of

250 Hz (successive negative and positive pulses), each sound-

ing corresponded to a stack window of approximately 270 raw

soundings (or 540 negative and positive pulses) for a period

of 1 s.

Forward modelling of TDEM response in 1D
and 3D

In the present modelling, the transmitter coil was approxi-

mated by a succession of electric dipoles. In the horizontal

co-planar (HCP) configuration, the response to the transmit-

ter loop was computed by summing the analytical solutions

for horizontal electric dipoles; in the vertical co-planar

(VCP) configuration, vertical electric dipoles must also be

considered.

Analytical solutions for the frequency domain can be

found in Ward and Hohmann (1988). The Hankel transforms

were evaluated using the numerical filters developed by

Guptasarma and Singh (1997). These filters were shown to

be sufficiently efficient and accurate for frequencies below a

few hundred kilohertz, particularly when the offset (distance

between the transmitting and receiving coils) was less than

100 m.

An inverse Laplace transform was then used to translate

the results into the time domain. More precisely, the Fourier

sine expression of the inverse Laplace transform based on the

imaginary part of the frequency response was used to compute

the response to a unit step function (Mitsuhata et al., 2001).

The computational algorithm based on the use of digital filter-

ing was described in detail by Anderson (1982). Fitterman and

Anderson (1987) revealed the effect of transmitter turn-off on

the ground transient response. To consider this parameter, as

well as the on-time duration, the full pulse was described by

a piecewise linear waveform.

Finally, the high-frequency content is damped by all

TDEM systems, whose cut-off frequency depends on the

geometry of the receiver coil, transmitter waveform, and sub-

surface resistivities. Although damping is inevitable, because

of the large dimensions of TDEM systems, the filtering of

radio frequency emissions can improve the signal-to-noise

ratio of late time-delay recordings. Thus, an electronic

low-pass filter (set to 350 kHz) was included in the system to

stabilize the cut-off frequency of the system to a fixed value,

regardless of the resistivity of the ground. This was designed

to impose a constant cut-off frequency below the frequency

range induced by variations in the ground resistivity. The

behaviour of analogue electronic filters was modelled dig-

itally using a first-order Butterworth filter (Effersø et al.,

1999).

For the 3D analysis, the so-called (semi-analytical) method

of moments (MoM) model was considered to be the most rel-

evant method for this application, as it allowed only the 3D

domain of the target(s) to be discretized and the numerical

electromagnetic response to be superposed onto the analytical

solution for a tabular ground. The numerical codes developed

by Schamper et al. (2011, 2012) for modelling frequency EM

response in 3D were used with the addition of frequency-

to-time-domain conversion, as described for 1D modelling.

The same Green kernel functions have been used for the 1D

inversion of a TDEM ground-based survey with TEMFAST

device in Tunisia (Finco et al., 2018). A detailed theory of

the MoM can be found in Hohmann (1975). To compute the

volume integral, the 3D body volume was discretized into

cuboids that were smaller than the wavelength of the source

(Tabbagh, 1985). Considering a cut-off frequency of 350 kHz,

cell gridding of 5 × 5 × 1 m was considered.

The analysed heterogeneities were two parallelepipeds of

50 × 50 m (or 20 × 20 m) and 5 m thickness, which repre-

sent two resistive inclusions of 300 Ω m within the conductive

cover layer of 15 Ω m (Figure 3a). These resistive inclusions

would correspond to sandy units with high hydraulic perme-

ability compared to the loess cover layer. Their localization is
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A NUMERICAL STUDY 7

of high importance when studying water infiltration from the

ground to underlying aquifers. Their detection with inductive

EM methods is also a challenge, as electrically resistive tar-

gets embedded in a conductive environment generate lower

inductive responses compared to conductive targets.

Assessing near-surface sensitivity in TDEM
signal

In the present study, the difference between two TDEM sig-

nals was quantified by a normalized residual term (which has

no unit) and was calculated as

Residual
(
𝐷s, 𝐷r

)
=

√√√√√∑𝑁t

𝑖=1

(
𝐷s (𝑖) −𝐷r (𝑖)

)2
(
𝐷r (𝑖) × STD𝑓

)2
/

𝑁t , (1)

where Nt is the number of time gates (the same value is used

for the studied and reference signals); Ds(i) and Dr(i) are the

db/dt data for the studied and reference signals, respectively,

for the ith time gate; and STDf is the standard deviation fac-

tor representing the measurement uncertainties. A residual<1

indicates that the two signals are identical within the STD

error bars.

A minimum and not too optimistic relative error of 5% was

considered for all gates. Despite its almost negligible influ-

ence (as the present study focuses on the very near-surface),

a noise level at late times was considered. Munkholm and

Auken (1996) showed that the noise slope after log-gating was

−1/2 in log–log space. These results were used to simulate

white noise using an affine function in log–log space, with

a slope equal to −1/2 and a chosen signal level of 1 ms. This

allowed the STD errors to be estimated at late times. The HCP

noise was set to 5.10−9 V/m2 at 1 ms. Field feedback about the

noise level for horizontal magnetic components is less numer-

ous in the literature than for the vertical component. Some

authors (e.g. Auken et al., 2007) have reported noise levels

8–10 times higher than the vertical component. In the present

simulations, we used the most pessimistic value (i.e. 10 times)

for the VCP noise level, so 5.10−8 V/m2 at 1 ms.

If a low computation time is consumed, sensitivity analysis

based on linearization and the Jacobian matrix does not high-

light the inevitable issue of resolution and equivalence. As

a four-layered model was considered, meaning seven model

parameters, a systematic analysis over the entire range for

each parameter would have been time-consuming. The neigh-

bourhood algorithm of Sambridge (1999) was adapted for

this analysis. At the first iteration of the algorithm, the mod-

els parameters (for a population of several tens of thousands

initial models, here 20,000) are quasi-randomly chosen over

user-defined ranges following a uniform distribution law.

After the computation of the forward TDEM responses of

these first test models and calculation of the residuals in com-

T A B L E 3 Ranges of the parameters studied in the equivalence

analysis

Parameter Min. value Max. value

ρ1 5 30

ρ2 10 200

ρ3 1 20

ρ4 10 200

t1 0.1 10

t1 0.1 20

t3 0.1 40

Note: Resistivities ρ are in Ω m and thicknesses t in m.

parison to the reference studied model, the algorithm selects

the Voronoï cells around the models where the residuals are

the lowest (the number of cells considered is a user-defined

parameter, here set to 400 cells in which 1200 new models are

generated). Then at the second iteration, the algorithm gen-

erates new test models (a user-defined number too) within

the selected Voronoï cells to focus the search within the

‘best’ areas. TDEM responses of these models are computed

and compared to the response of the reference model. New

Voronoï cells are therefore created, and the algorithm contin-

ues to refine where the residuals are the lowest at the next

iterations. After a certain number of iterations, the Voronoï

cells become very small and the algorithm stays stuck at

the same models. The different user-defined parameters men-

tioned have to be fine-tuned so that the algorithm is set in an

‘exploration’ mode rather than a ‘fast converging’ one which

would be equivalent to a deterministic quasi-linear inversion.

Therefore, the numbers of test models and of Voronoï cells

have to be not too small in order to explore the model space

as completely as possible, despite it increases the computa-

tion time (the order of an hour). Five different runs with the

search parameters set as above were carried out in order to

maximize the coverage of the equivalence space. As a seven-

dimensional space was quite large, especially if all possible

resistivity or thickness values were considered, a minimum of

a priori information was also considered with likely param-

eter ranges specific to each lithological layer. The parameter

ranges are presented in Table 3.

RESULTS

1D sensitivity analysis: thickness variations of
the cover layer

Residual analysis

Before carrying out a sensitivity analysis regarding the

thickness of the cover layer through the exploration of the
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8 SCHAMPER ET AL.

F I G U R E 4 Time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) responses for (a) horizontal co-planar (HCP) and (b) vertical co-planar (VCP)

configurations with their corresponding noise curves decreasing as a factor of t−1/2. Effect of the change in the thickness of the cover layer (first layer

of model detailed in Table 1) is visible at early times.

equivalence space, it was important to verify that modifying

the near surface had an impact on the time-domain electro-

magnetic (TDEM) response itself. Figure 4 shows the TDEM

response for different layer thicknesses, from 0 (‘No layer’)

to 5 m. This illustrates that most of the information regard-

ing the cover layer was contained in the first 30 μs for both

the horizontal co-planar (HCP) and vertical co-planar (VCP)

configurations. For both configurations it can be observed that

the system response due to the consideration of a low-pass fil-

ter of 350 kHz induces a very quickly decreasing curve at the

first two gates. Because of the lower VCP signal compared to

HCP one, it also implies that the TDEM response of the con-

ductive cover layer response is more masked by the system

response for VCP (Figure 4b) compared to HCP (Figure 4a).

To quantify these visual differences, the residual is plotted

in Figure 5a, with the cover layer not included in the reference

model. A 1-m thickness generated a residual lower than 1 and

was therefore expected to not be mapped. From a thickness of

2 m, the residual became higher than 1 and close to 1.5, which

started to be non-negligible. The slightly lower residual for

VCP compared to HCP was due to the impact of the low-pass

filter of 350 kHz which had a preponderant effect on the lower

VCP signal.

Could different thicknesses be distinguished between each

other? Figure 5b shows the evolution of the residual with

the reference model containing a 1-, 2-, 3- or 4-m thinner

cover layer. It clearly appears that a difference of 1 m was not

expected to be sensed for both HCP and VCP configurations,

which behaved similarly with curves very close each other.

From a thickness difference of 2 m, the variation in the TDEM

signal was detectable with a normalized residual above 1. The

low-pass filter had again an effect for the thinnest layers, as the

TDEM response of those layers appeared at earlier gates com-

pared to the thicker layers, which implied a slight decrease of

the residual (Figure 5b).

The similar sensitivities for HCP and VCP configura-

tion regarding the thickness variation of the near-surface

cover layer were surprising, as it is known for a while (par-

ticularly for ground-based measurements in the frequency

domain) that VCP has a better sensitivity to very near-surface
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A NUMERICAL STUDY 9

F I G U R E 5 Residual between time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) responses with varying thicknesses of the first 15 Ω m conductive layer:

(a) the residual compared to the ground without the cover conductive layer and (b) the residual compared to ground models with thinner first layer

layers compared to HCP configuration which in the other hand

allows deeper investigations (McNeill, 1980). Similar plots

(not shown in the present paper) were generated for lower

(impractical in practice) altitudes of 10 and 20 m, and it illus-

trates that the VCP sensitivity, if better than HCP one at very

low altitudes (especially if low-pass filter of 350 kHz is not

considered), actually converges to HCP sensitivity when the

altitude increases.

Equivalence analysis

For both HCP and VCP configurations, the results of five dif-

ferent runs were gathered to obtain representative statistics.

For both HCP and VCP, this resulted in more than several

hundred thousand equivalent models, including all degrees

of model proximity. The identified equivalent models (with

a normalized residual <1) are displayed in Figure 6 (models

with a residual >1 are shown in grey). The thickness of the

cover layer for the reference model was 5 m. The envelope of

the equivalent models illustrates the margins of uncertainty

of the resistivity and thickness values, which were the same

for HCP and VCP as presumed when looking at the forward

responses in Figure 4.

This analysis concludes that (1) VCP at an altitude of

50 m did not provide a better vertical resolution compared

to HCP; (2) the good determination of the 5-m cover layer,

more precisely of its thickness, required a priori constraint on

its resistivity (e.g. with the help of local electrical resistivity

tomography [ERT] measurements).

Sensitivity to pitch and roll

Device shown in Figure 3a is likely to rotate while flying in

air. Two types of rotation can disturb the measurements for

both 1D and 3D ground structures: the pitch around the Y axis,

which makes the loop tilting down or up; and the roll around

the X axis, which makes the loop turning around its princi-

pal axis (Figure 3b). The yaw around the Z axis has an impact

when dealing with 3D or at least lateral variations, as this rota-

tion is going to change the main orientation and the location

of the loop while remaining at the same altitude and in the

same horizontal (for HCP) or vertical (for VCP) plane. Main-

taining the best possible the trajectory of the loop in the axis

of the flight line is crucial for 3D studies. However, it does

not prevent from monitoring the position of the loop in the air

with several GPS antennas, in order to properly consider the

orientation of the loop locally when inverting in 3D.

Pitch and roll effects can be easily estimated with 1D mod-

elling. Figure 7 illustrates the impact of the roll. By rotating

around the X axis, the transmission loop generates a primary

field as a combination of horizontal and vertical magnetic

dipole sources, and the measured field is also a combination

of vertical and horizontal (Y axis) components. For the esti-

mation of the perturbations induced by the roll, the altitude of
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10 SCHAMPER ET AL.

F I G U R E 6 Equivalent models (residual <1) compared to the reference model (red line) with a 5 m thick cover layer (red line): (a) horizontal

co-planar (HCP) configuration; (b) vertical co-planar (VCP) configuration. Tested models corresponding to residuals >1 are shown in grey. The

acquisition configuration is summarized in Table 2.

the device is considered stable at 50 m. To better quantify the

differences visible in the forward responses of Figure 7a, the

normalized residual compared to the initial HCP or VCP con-

figuration is computed in Figure 7b. It shows that differences

start to be non-negligible (i.e. residual >1) when roll values

exceed around 20˚ (a little bit less for VCP).

For estimating the perturbations due to pitch, the combi-

nation of vertical and magnetic dipole sources and measured

components is also considered, but with the addition of an alti-

tude change (of the centre of the transmission loop), which is

positive or negative depending if the device tilts up or down.

For the VCP configuration, only altitude change is considered

as the loops remain within the same vertical plane. Figure 8

shows that perturbations due to pitch are non-negligible from

lower values of rotation compared to roll (Figure 7), from 5˚

to 10˚. Measurements are therefore more sensitive to pitch.

Even if a roll up to 20˚ seems acceptable, both roll and pitch

have to be monitored with inclinometers during acquisition in

air in order to correct or reject the data.

3D sensitivity analysis: lateral heterogeneities
of the cover layer

Coalescence and expected lateral resolution

Assessing the connectivity between inclusions is related to the

lateral resolution capabilities of the airborne TDEM system.

In the present case, we considered a simple but representa-

tive configuration with a spacing between the two inclusions,

which varied from 10 to 50 m. As anticipated, the individ-

ual EM responses of the two bodies merged into a single

EM anomaly when the spacing became very small (coales-

cence phenomenon). Figure 9a,b shows the residual maps for

HCP and VCP configurations and for the 50 m × 50 m and

50 m spacing cases. It can be observed that for this maxi-

mal spacing, the two VCP anomalies (Figure 9b) are clearly

more distinguishable from each other compared to the HCP

case (Figure 9a), for which only a single maximum exists at

a mid-distance between the two bodies. In addition, the area

where the normalized data residual is above 1 is larger for

the VCP than for the HCP. Figure 9c,d corresponds to the

20 × 20-m size case. For this size, neither the HCP nor the

VCP configuration was able to detect the sandy units.

Figure 10 illustrates the other smaller body spacings with

the residual profile at Y = 0 m. Similar observations with the

50-m side bodies could be made for the 40-m spacing case,

that is two maximums for VCP with larger residual values

than for HCP. From 30 m and below, the VCP residuals no

longer showed two maxima, but the local residual remained

larger than that of the HCP configuration. Figure 10c,d con-

firms again that the 20-m side bodies could not be detected

for both configurations.

Regarding the 50-m side bodies, the overall residuals for

the VCP configuration were noticeable (>1) in a larger area

compared to HCP, for which the data residual might have been
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A NUMERICAL STUDY 11

F I G U R E 7 (a) evolution of the TDEM response in function of the rotation angle; (b) normalized residual compared to the 0˚ orientation.

Effect of the roll (rotation around X axis, cf. scheme in Figure 3b) for the horizontal co-planar (HCP) and vertical co-planar (VCP) geometries

considering the configuration of Table 1 and the tabular ground of Table 2

>1 only at one sounding location (Figure 10). VCP is likely

to provide two distinguished 3D bodies through inversion if

the spacing is at least 40 m. Under this spacing, 3D inversion

is likely to provide information regarding the presence of at

least one global resistive inclusion.

Case of Hx component

With existing airborne TDEM systems, and in the case of

delineation of 3D structures (for instance, in mining explo-

ration), the Hx component is often measured in addition to the

Hz component. Because Hx was zero for a tabular background

in the centre of a horizontal Tx loop, a similar sensitivity

study was run with the Rx coil located 40 m behind the

centre of the Tx loop. Figure 11a shows the residual map

obtained for the two 50-m side bodies separated by 50 m.

Two different anomalies can readily be identified, with a

more important response for one of the bodies owing to the

asymmetry of the Hz–Hx configuration. This distinction is

also more pronounced than that in the VCP configuration

(Figure 9b). Figure 11b shows the profiles for different body

spacing values. Compared to VCP (Figure 10b), anomalies are

more delineated, and body responses start to merge at smaller

separations, from 20 to 40 m for the VCP configuration.

Figure 11c,d shows the results when considering 20-m side

bodies. As for HCP and VCP configurations, those smaller

sand units cannot be detected.

DISCUSSION

A turn-off ramp of 10 μs was considered for both the 1D

and 3D sensitivity analyses (Figures 4–11). The turn-off

ramp was the first key parameter for obtaining the best near-

surface resolution possible. Schamper, Auken et al. (2014)

showed an improvement in near-surface resolution when gates

earlier than 10 μs were exploited (once the remaining sys-

tem response was removed) with a turn-off ramp close to

3 μs. However, in that study, a helicopter-borne time-domain

electromagnetic (TDEM) system with a flight altitude of

30 m was used. Sensitivity tests with the light fixed-wing

configuration and acquisition height at 50 m were also car-

ried out considering a turn-off time of 3 μs. However, no
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12 SCHAMPER ET AL.

F I G U R E 8 Effect of the pitch (rotation around Y axis, cf. scheme in Figure 3b) for the horizontal co-planar (HCP) (a) and vertical co-planar

(VCP) (b) geometries considering the configuration of Table 1 and the tabular ground of Table 2. The normalized residual compared to the nominal

HCP or VCP configuration (i.e. 0˚) is given in (c) for the device tilting down and in (d) for the device tilting up. Induced change in altitude is

indicated on the top axis.
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A NUMERICAL STUDY 13

F I G U R E 9 Residual maps for horizontal co-planar (HCP) and vertical co-planar (VCP) configurations with the 3D inclusions of 50 × 50 or

20 × 20 m2 size as the ones shown in Figure 3 and separated by 50 m: (a) HCP and 50 x 50 m size; (b) VCP and 50 x 50 m size; (c) HCP and 20 x 20

m size; (d) VCP and 20 x 20 m size. The reference model is the same as in Figure 6 with a 5-m thick cover layer, without inclusions.

significant improvement in the near-surface sensitivity has

been observed, likely due to the fact that the flight altitude

of 50 m is already relatively large.

Even if the area of high residuals is larger for the verti-

cal co-planar (VCP) than for the horizontal co-planar (HCP)

(Figure 9a,b), this area is located along the Y-axis between

−50 and 50 m. A flight line spacing of 50 m (which is dense

and unusual for most airborne surveys) provides at least three

flight lines where the responses of the 3D bodies are dis-

tinguishable from the background. For a line spacing above

50 m, it is likely that a single flight line will provide infor-

mation, and no substantial response is measured at all for line

spacings above 100 m. Therefore, a line spacing of a simi-

lar size to the 3D resistive inclusions to be mapped (whose

response is weaker than those of conductive structures) is

highly recommended when preparing the flight plan of the

survey.

Although it has a lower signal-to-noise ratio (which is not

a main issue when exploiting early times), the Hx compo-

nent appears to be interesting for delineating near-surface

lateral changes (Figure 11). However, co-planar Tx and Rx

coils (in HCP or VCP configurations) are likely easier to

tow, especially with a light fixed-wing airplane with limited

power. This may be an aerodynamic limitation that needs to

be evaluated.

Despite the effects of pitch and roll have been evaluated

(Figures 7 and 8), non-planar deformations (e.g. undulations)

of the Tx loop have not been modelled, which could have

been an almost impossible task. However, such deformations

have to be minimized as much as possible, as it can change

the effective emission area and the coupling between the Tx
and Rx coils, including the bucking coil whose purpose could

be cancelled out, therefore making the exploitation of the

early times for near-surface exploration impossible. Technical
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14 SCHAMPER ET AL.

F I G U R E 1 0 Residual profiles (Y = 0 m) across the 3D inclusions as the ones shown in Figure 3a and separated by a spacing varying from 10

to 50 m: (a) HCP and 50 x 50 m size; (b) VCP and 50 x 50 m size; (c) HCP and 20 x 20 m size; (d) VCP and 20 x 20 m size. The reference model is

the same as in Figure 6 with a 5-m thick cover layer, without inclusions.

solutions to stiffen the Tx loop, while keeping it operable, are

thus mandatory.

Head and tail winds between two consecutive flight lines

are also likely to impact the position of the system in

relation to the aircraft. GPS antennas set up on the Tx frame

will help to accurately locate the device during the acquisi-

tion. The reduction of the Tx-aircraft distance as well as the

intensity of the vibrations has to be monitored during field

tests. If it appears that one flight line direction induces much

more noisy data; therefore, survey with flight lines acquired

in the same direction might be recommended.

The sensitivity results obtained are valid for the geological

context considered (Orgeval basin, France), especially regard-

ing the resistivity contrasts between a conductive (e.g. clayey)

geological unit of approximately 10–30 Ω m and a more resis-

tive (e.g. sandy) unit with resistivity above 50 Ω m, which

corresponds to a particularly widespread plain alluvial con-

text. Closer resistivity values between lithologies would result

in much lower resolution capabilities, and new specific sensi-

tivity studies following the same frame will have to be carried

out in order to answer other geological contexts. For metric or

even higher resolution of the cover layer, only ground-based

surveys are able to provide information at such a small scale,

such as the recent towed tTEM system (Grombacher et al.,

2022), despite the fact that authorization for accessing agri-

cultural parcels cannot be obtained depending on the period.

CONCLUSION

In the context of hydrogeomorphological mapping, a new air-

borne time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) set-up with a

light fixed-wing airplane is proposed. Despite the airplane

being required to fly at a higher altitude, 50 m instead of
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A NUMERICAL STUDY 15

F I G U R E 1 1 Residual maps (a and c) and profiles (b and d) when measuring Hx component with the Rx coil located 40 m behind the centre of

the Tx horizontal loop (PERPxz configuration, cf. scheme in Figure 3b)

30 m with helicopter, the present sensitivity study focused

on very near-surface formations in the first 5 m within a sed-

imentary context, in order to assess the detectability of the

near-surface sandy or clayey cover layer which conditions

the water infiltration from the surface to the aquifers. The

airborne TDEM prototype also allowed the consideration of

the vertical co-planar (VCP) geometry, which did not exist

for TDEM systems of decametric size. Despite the analysis

of the impact of some flight parameters on the sensitivity

of the measurements, these analyses do not solve the prac-

tical and technical difficulties that will arise when making the

system reliable and stable in air. However, the conclusions

about the sensitivity to the near-surface ground parameters are

encouraging.

In the 1D sensitivity analysis, it was concluded that the

thickness of a few-meter conductive cover layer (15 vs. 40 Ω m

for the underlying layer) could be mapped with a resolution of

2 m if the resistivity was constrained during inversion and if

the thickness exceeded 1 m. For 1D interpretation, the VCP

configuration did not provide better vertical sensitivity com-

pared to horizontal co-planar (HCP) at a flying altitude of

50 m.

Regarding 3D mapping, decametric resistive inclusions

(‘hydraulic wells’) of at least 50-m side could be detected, but

the distinction between heterogeneities would have required

spatial constraints/hypotheses from other datasets, especially

for HCP (only if signal-to-noise ratio is high), whereas VCP

data provided better spatial constraints by themselves (down

to body spacing of ∼40 m), but with the need for dense

datasets. If aerodynamically compatible with a light fixed-

wing airplane, the Hx component can allow the delineation

of 50-m side bodies separated by a distance of at least 20 m.
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